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A family estate for 4 generations, La Colombette is located at the gates of Béziers,
facing the Mediterranean Sea. For more than 30 years, François Pugibet and son
Vincent have been recognized for the quality of their wines and their innovations.
Today, Vincent is focusing on the development of new resistant grape varieties that

allow for pesticide-free viticulture.

Producer Website: lacolombette.fr

Alcohol Removed wine from the South
of France
François Pugibet has always been a rebel. Given the
nickname “The Devil of Chardonnay” at a competition
where his wines beat out the greatest Burgundies, he
has been a pioneer in the Languedoc for 50 years. His
son Vincent shares his spirit of innovation, and together,
in defiance of considerable conservatism in the sector,
they seek to return to the origins of winemaking and to
offer more approachable and balanced wines that are
low in or without alcohol.

How it's made
Night-time harvesting, pressing with juice selection,
must clarification at low temperatures, fermentation at
16°-17°C in stainless steel tanks, light before the base
wine it is moved on to a state-of-the-art dealcoholization
process. Using proprietary technology, the winery
delicately removes the alcohol molecules from the base
wine and bottles it soon after. When they’re done, all
that’s left is the beautiful collection of flavours and
aromas from their wine, just without the alcohol.
certified sustainable

Alcohol Removed
Chardonnay
AB +874729 BC TBD

Pack Size 12x750ml

Region Béziers, France

Alcohol 0% by volume

This alcohol-removed Chardonnay is fruit-
driven in style, exhibiting ripe peach with
underlying citrus and fig characters. On

the palate, these flavours are enhanced by gingery and
grassy spices, and a bright acid backbone ending with
a flinty mineral thread.

Alcohol Removed Cabernet
Sauvignon
AB +874730 BC TBD

Pack Size 12x750ml

Region Béziers, France

Alcohol 0% by volume

Black plum and marzipan aromas make
for an intriguing nose. It’s generous, with
a velvety texture, gentle tannins and

refreshing acidity. Flavours of tart blackberries, cassis,
licorice and brambles abound. Each sip reveals fruit-
forward dark black fruits graced with touches of
rosemary, violets and thyme, culminating in a
delightfully juicy finish.


